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Information: assessment update sent to schools
The information sent to schools is as follows:
Key stage 2
Action: school’s 2017 to 2018 holiday dates
Information: return of marking reviews
Reminder: check your school’s data by 15 September
Reminder: publication of KS2 provisional statistics
Primary assessment
Publication: 2018 assessment dates - KS1, KS2 and phonics screening check
Information: recruiting temporary independent education experts
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Is there anything wrong with this page?
Services and information
Benefits
Births, deaths, marriages and care
Information: 2017 primary assessment communications survey response
Information: recruiting temporary independent education
experts
We will shortly be advertising several temporary roles to support the delivery of
standardisation for the moderation of teacher assessment at key stage 1 and 2
for the 2017 to 2018 academic year.
The recruitment exercise aims to recruit independent education experts (IEEs)
to lead or provide support to the following areas:
Produce training materials and standardisation exercises, working as part of
small drafting teams. Up to 30 days’ availability will be required, between 1
October and 31 December 2017.
Quality assure training materials and standardisation exercises. Up to 3
days’ availability will be required, between 1 November and 31 December
2017.
Support the delivery of STA training events for local authorities (LAs) by
facilitating group discussions. Up to 6 days’ availability will be required,
between 1 October and 30 November 2017.
We expect the vacancies to go live on REDIMO2 by 15 September 2017.
Interested applicants will need to have registered with REDIMO2 by 6
September 2017. We sent details about the registration process to LA
moderation managers on 25 August 2017.
We welcome applications from individuals for both the training and quality
assurance roles. However, we will not consider candidates for the quality
assurance and training event facilitator vacancies if they have been successful
in an application for one of the drafting roles.
Successful applicants may also act as moderators for STA or LAs, subject to
the approval process, in the 2017 to 2018 academic year.
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